In this paper we show how a discriminative objective function such as Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) can be combined with a prior distribution over the HMM parameters to give a discriminative Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate for HMM training. The prior distribution can be based around the Maximum Likelihood (ML) parameter estimates, leading to a technique previously referred to as I-smoothing; or for adaptation it can be based around a MAP estimate of the ML parameters, leading to what we call MMI-MAP. This latter approach is shown to be effective for task adaptation, where data from one task (Voicemail) is used to adapt a HMM set trained on another task (Switchboard). It is shown that MMI-MAP results in a 2.1% absolute reduction in word error rate relative to standard ML-MAP with 30 hours of Voicemail task adaptation data starting from a MM1-trained Switchboard system.
INTRODUCTION
Recently discriminative training techniques such as Maximum Mutual Information Estimation (MMIE) have been shown to outperform conventional Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) for large vocabulary HMM-based speech recognition [XI. However adaptation techniques for these models such are still generally based on MLE and include transforn-based methods such as Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) and Maximum A Postriori (MAP) approaches.
While it has been shown that MMI-trained models can be effective with MLLR for speaker adaptation [XI and conventional MAP can be effective for task adaptation [I] it is interesting to investigate what additional benefits can be found for using discriminative objective functions in adaptation as well as for training the original models. Previous work in discrimative adaptation includes a MAP-type scheme described in 131 and discriminative transfotm estimation [7] . This paper introduces a technique denoted MMI-MAP which combines a prior distribution with the statistics required for M-MI estimation using the adaptation data. A key feature of the MMI-MAP scheme presented here is that it is a two-level scheme with the prior derived by conventional (ML)-MAP estimation. The technique is evaluation an task adaptation, adapting initial HMM sets trained on the Switchboard system to $c Voicemail task.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 the concept of weak-sense auxiliaty functions is introduced, which is B convenient framework for deriving discriminative parameter updates. This work was funded by the European Commission under the Language project L e 5 Coretex. Extensivi use was made of equipment donated by IBM under an SUR award. This is used to derive the update formulae for MMI. Section 3 describes the use of weak-sense auxiliary functions for the case of a prior distnbution and introduces MMI-MAP. distribution is included. Section 4 presents the experimental results on task adaplation. Fig. 1 . Use of (a) strong-sense and (b) weak-sense auxiliary functions for function optimisation If a function +(A) is to be maximised, then G(A, A') is said to be a strong-sense axdiary function for F(A) around A', iff where G(X, A') is a smooth function of A. A strong-sense auxiliary function is the kind of auxiliary function used in ExpectationMaximisation (EM). The idea is illustrated in Figure I (a). A maximum w.r.1. A of the function G(A, A') is found, indicated by the arrow. If this increases 8 , it will also increase 3 if S is at a local maximum then 3 is also at a local maximum. These conditions follow from Eq. ( I ) , and imply that repeated maximisation of the auxiliary function is guaranteed to reach a local maximum of A weak-sense auxiliary funcrion for 3 ( A ) around A' is a s-
STRONG-SENSE AND WEAK-SENSE AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

F(A). mooth function G(A, A') such that
The idea is shown in Figure I However if there is no change in X after maximisation on a panicular iteration, this implies that we have reached a local maximum 1 -3 1 2
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of P(A) (the gradient is zero at that point). If the update converges it will be to a local maximum of F ( A ) .
The use of a weak-sense auxiliary function can be considered a minimum condition for an auxiliary functon used for optimisation. In addition the function should be chosen so as to ensure good convergence.
Weaksense auxiliary functions are useful when optimising functions containing some terms that can be optimised by strongsense auxiliary functions but others that cannot; one such function is the MMI objective function (expressed as a sum of logs). Weaksense auxiliary functions make it possible to modify the update procedures used in techniques based on Expectation-Maximisation (i.e. the use of strong-sense auxiliary functions), rather than using entirely different techniques based on gradient descent. In order to improve convergence we can add a smoothing function G"(X, A') which can in principle be any function with a zero differential w.r.t. . A around the current estimate X = A' . This will not affect the local differential and the result will be a still be a weak-sense auxiliary function far the MMI objective function. This leads to the following auxiliary function:
One possible form for G'"(A, A') is:
which has a zero differential w.1.t. the parameters U$ and p, eval- where B j ( 0 ) = T j ( t ) U ( t ) is the sum of data weighted by probability, Q j ( 0 ' ) is the same sum over squared data and rj = E;==, y j ( t ) is the occupancy of the state. : " times a further constant E , which is generally set to I or 2. Since it is based on weak-sense auxiliary functions, if this update converges to a particular value X of the HMM parameters then A must be a local maximum of the objective function. For large E the update approaches gradient descent with parameter-specific learning rates proportional to &, so there should be somd sufficiently small learning rate (i.e. sufficiently large E) for which the update converges.
2.2.
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MAP UPDATES
Any function is both a weak and strong-sense auxiliary function of itself around any point. Therefore if we add a log prior distribution log P(X) to the MMI objective function making F(X) =logP(OJM""'") -logP(OJMde")+logP(X),
(1 1) the extra term can simply be added to the auxiliary function leading to G(X,X') = G"""yX,XI) -5d'"(X,X') + 5""'(X,X') + logP(X) (12)
Priors over Gaussian parameters
The form of prior used over a mean p and variance U ' is: and k is a normalisation term which and can be ignored.
For the mean, this prior is a Gaussian with variance $, i.e.
-times the variance of the distribution itself, as in conventional MAP 141. For the variance, defining S = ( p -pprior)2 +u&,~, matching the first and second-order t e r m of the Taylor expansion around the value ua = S shows that the distribution over U ' is locally equivalent to a Gaussian distribution with mean S and variance $. The prior over the variance differs from the standard approach to priors over variances 141, in that the prior over the variance has a slightly different mean. This formulation makes sense if our intuition about the prior is that the Gaussian parameters ought to give a high likelihood to data drawn from a particular distribution.
I-smoothing
I-smoothing for discriminative training [6] may be regarded 8s the use of a prior over the parameters of each Gaussian, with the prior being based on the ML statistics. The lag prior likelihood is equal 1 T' pants of data with mean and variance equal to the numerator (correct model) mean and variance. This can be implemented by altering the numerator statistics as follows:
Typically T I is set to around 100 for MMI training.
MMI-MAP
In the context of adapting a HMM set, the use of ML statistics accumulated from the data as the center of the prior may be nonrobust since there may not be enough data to estimate the ML Gaussian parameters. ln this case it is preferable to estimate the the center of the prior in a conventional ML-MAP fashion. The technique denoted MMI-MAP is the use of ML-MAP estimates of the Gaussian parameters to estimate the center of a prior used to smooth the MMI-trained parameters.
In the first level of MAP the unadapted mean and variance paria and uy:g are used as the prior, and the numerator (ML) statistics as the evidence. The parameters pprior and uPrior of the second-level prior are obtained by maximising the product of the prior~(TMAP, r M A P 0% TMAP(uprip2 and the evidence Q(y;X", d y : n ( 0 ) , 0Km(02)\ppriar, u&,~).
In the second level of MAP, the log prior is Q ( r l , rIpprio., 
EXPERIMENTS
This section describes the evaluation of MMI-MAP for the task adaptation from HMMs trained on the Switchboard database to the Voicemail (VM) task. were not found to be helpful. The smoothing constant E for Gaussian updates (Section 2.2) was set to 2. Conventional MAP (here referred to as ML-MAP) was performed with T = 10. MMI-MAP with T' = 100 and rMAP = 10. Table 2 gives results from both MMl-MAP and ML-MAP adaptation starting from an MPE-trained system. The initial MPEtrained system is better than the MMI-trained system by I .O% absolute, but after 30h of adaptation data this advantage over MMI is reduced to 0.3% absolute with MMI-MAP, or 0.0% with ML-MAP. The best results are obtained by using MMl-MAP to adapt an MPE-trained system (40.2%). Other experiments investigated the MPE-MAP adaptation of an MPE-trained system using a similar approach to MMI-MAP, but this did not robustly give improved results. and there may not be enough adaptation data for MPE to give better results than MMI.
Experimental conditions
Results
Experiments are reported in [2] in which Switchboard and Voicemail data are used together to train HMMs using MMI and ML, weighting the 30h of Voicemail data by varying amounts.
With MMI training, the optimal weight is 2; WER is 41.6% with combined data as opposed to 40.5% with MMI-MAP following M-M1 (MMI-MAP gives 1.1% improvement); with ML training the optimal weight is 10 and the WER is 44.5%, as opposed to 44.0 with MAP (ML-MAP gives 0.5% improvement). So for adaptatian, MAP training is better than training with combined data using uptimised weights.
CONCLUSIONS
A method has been described for MAP adaptation of HMM sets using the MMI criterion. This has been shown to be effective in maintaining the relative improvement of MMIE w e r MLE in the context of task adaptation. Furthermore the technique could also be applied to models trained which used the MPE-criterion for both initial models andlor discriminative adaptation. The theory behind this form of MAP also provides B justification for the technique of I-smoothing 161 as a method of discriminative training with prior information, While this paper has evaluated MMI-MAP in the context of task adaptation it could also be applied to speaker adaptation with large amounts of enrolment data or to the creation of discriminatively trained gender-dependent models using adaption techniques.
